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We want to take you from this:



To this: 

(But with a prettier graphic, obviously)



















Share your graphic on 
google docs!

Let’s take a look at what we all created



Source: https://marxdesignstudio.com/simple-effective-design-tips/





















































5 Tips
-Choose one goal
-Use graphics and visuals
-Stick to a color palette
-90% of information absorbed is visual
-Keep it short and sweet  



You’ve got your graphic, now what?



Writing a Caption 

● Some repetition is fine 
○ Pulling content from your graphic is okay, but avoid rewriting the 

whole of the graphic in the caption 

● Be engaging!
○ Think about what you would engage in.
○ Write captions that you would be excited to see!  



Timing is Everything!
● Plan ahead! 

○ Know when you want to be posting, so you can plan accordingly  

● If you are promoting a big event/ initiative, create 
social media campaigns
○ Make multiple graphics 
○ Come up with captions in advance 
○ Schedule posts for a month in advance, two weeks in advance, one 

week in advance, the day before, and the day of. 



How to Schedule on 
Facebook 



1) Go to Publishing Tools on the top menu of your page. 
2) In the left menu click Scheduled Posts 
3) Go to +Create 



4) Add your text then drag and drop or upload your graphic or image 
5) Click the Share Now drop down 
6) Click Schedule, located right above now Now 



7) This pop-up will appear. Use the calendar to decide the date and the 
time box to decide the time you want to be posting. 
8) Hit schedule   



9) The schedule box will disappear, bringing you back to this screen. Hit 
Schedule Post.  



10) Once you hit Schedule Post, it will bring you back to this pop-up 
11) Re-enter your preferred date and time
12) Once you hit Schedule, your post will officially be scheduled! 



Which Images You Can Use



https://thevisualcommunicationguy.com/2014/07/14/can-i-use-that-picture/



Questions or 
comments?



Thank you


